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ABSTRACT
For giant, lOOm-class, telescopes, a completely new class of problems arises. Trying to solve them adopting the
techniques used for the classical 4 . . . lOm-class telescope systems is indeed a reductive approach. Because of the cone
effect and of the difficulties in retrieving the tilt due to the use of LGSs, tomography and multiconjugation will play
a central role in the development of these systems. We review the tomographic concept and we report about recent
experiments to validate the concept using sky observations. The Field of View requirement is another crucial step
in the design of the optical system of these telescopes and hence it needs to be attacked in a detailed and as wide
as possible approach. The adoption of classical wavefront sensors looking to different stars is here overcome with
wavefront sensors directly conjugated to different layers, with big advantages in term of intrinsic complication of the
system, both from the optomechanical point of view (less complexity and saving of a huge amount of light) and from
the computational point of view. The adoption of these new sensing techniques (that, gaining from the close ioop
situation, can be efficiently coupled to a number of very faint stars, whose complexity does not scale with the number
of references but, rather, to the number of sensed layers) is here reviewed. This concept of multiple object wavefront
sensing leads to an example of a system with a minimum number of independent adaptive optics loop, in which each
layer represented in a wavefront sensor can be conjugated to a specifically conjugated deformable mirror.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the last few years it has been demonstrated that Adaptive Optics (AO) Systems1 can work reaching performance
very close to the expected ones, using both Shack-Hartmann WaveFront Sensor2'3 (SHWFS) and Curvature Wave-
Front Sensor4'5 (CWFS). In fact, while the Curvature systems appeared to be much more productive in terms of
astronomical science, the more recent SH—based systems, mounted on large telescopes and under very good seeing
conditions are showing similar performances, very close to the theorethical ones. However, it's a matter of fact that
the current systems are affected by a limited Field of View (FoV) because the wavefront is sensed using a single
reference object and the correction is applied to a suitable conjugated layer leading to a limitation imposed by the
proper isoplanatic angle. This implies a degradation of the correction which increases with the distance from the
reference target. Furthermore, the lack of suitable bright references in the neighbourhood of the astronomical object
leads to the fact that the correction cannot be extended to the whole sky thus dramatically decreasing the sky cover-
age. Several improvements have been suggested in the hope to relax this problem (like using asteroids as references6
or conjugating the DM to an intermediate altitude7 ) but most of the conclusions reached so far remain substantially
unchanged.

By the way, in the last ten years, many aspects concerning AO have changed both from the technological and
theorethical point of view: the possibility to use artificial Laser Guide Stars8'9 (LGS), the big collecting areas of the
actual'°'11 and of the foreseen Extremely Large Telescopes'2"3 (ELT), new wavefront sensing concepts and the huge
size of the new detectors are only some of the new aspects that will give the possibility to improve the performances
of the future AO systems.

A quality improvement will come from the implementation of atmospheric tomography for Multi-Conjugated
Adaptive Optics'4 (MCAO) systems. The MCAO is based on a 3-D mapping of the atmosphere'5"6, using several
references to probe the atmospheric volume intersected by the light coming from the astronomical target. The
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correction is then applied using several Deformable Mirrors (DM) conjugated to different turbulent layers above the
telescope aperture, depending on the vertical distribution of the turbulence. In this way, larger volumes of atmosphere
can be sensed overcoming the limitation due to the small isoplanatic patch provided to have in the telescope FoV a
number of suitable references to be used for the correction.

The use of Laser Guide Stars in AO systems represents a possible solution to the lack of references for wavefront
sensing, provided that the conical anisoplanatism is corrected (i.e. through atmospheric tomography) and a suitable
NGS is available to recover the LGSs tilt'7 (or that some way to solve this problem is found'8'19). While LGS—based
AO system are finally a reality20'21 , still improvement in their reliability and extension to large delivered power
remains to some extents problematic, in spite of the efforts spent by several groups. While all this holds for Sodium
laser one can conceive systems with several Rayleigh beacons. Lasers are easily available, cheaper and off—the—shelf
systems. In this case, however, other problems must be considered. Because of the lower altitude of the beacons and
their inherent delocalization (unles gating systems are used, introducing further technical problems) the theoretical
problems concerned with the tomography requires more beacons and, nevertheless, an even more complicated system.
Thus, while LGSs will certainly play a significant role in the coming generation of AO systems, it is clear that ideas to
use them in a more efficient way might be important to relaxe requirements and to minimize the risks to implement
AO systems limited by the actual LGSs.

It is interesting to consider the amount of photons coming from natural sources in the sky in order to establish
if this is large enough to perform a suitable AO correction without any LGS at all. In a previous work22 it has been
argued that an MCAO system can use several relatively bright stars to conceive whole sky AO with giant telescopes
without any LGS. Such a work, however, does not rely on any new sort of MCAO system and limits to a small
number of NGSs. Moreover, it assumes that the telescope FoV and the AO system can be made large enough. This
work leads however to interesting results and, although requires relatively huge FoV, predictes that there is some
realistic chance to get whole sky AO for ELTs satisfying certain conditions upon the FoV . Let us now estimate
which is the total amount of light going through an atmospheric layer and reaching the telescope aperture, given by
the contribution of the astronomical sources present inside a limited FoV. A crude estimation can be made using
published brightness of the sky due to the starlight (not including zodiacal light, skyglow or any other diffuse source).
This is usually measured in equivalent V = 10th magnitude stars per square degree, namely S10 = 28 at the North
Galactic Pole (NGP); the average value on the whole sky is 100 with a peak of 500 on the Galactic plane23.

Consider now a portion of atmospheric layer at 20km of altitude: the sky background as seen from a telescope
of diameter D = lOm looking at zenith will embrace roughly a 1.7 arcmin wide patch in the sky. The corresponding
integrated star brightness turns out to be equivalent to 0.018 tenth mag. stars, equivalent to a single V = 14.4
star. For a D = lOOm telescope the increase in starlight photon will grows of a factor 100 leading to the equivalence
with a single V = 9.4 star, but the covered FoV becomes l7arcmin wide, that is unlikely to obtain with such an
ELT. Considering a much more reasonable FoV of 4 arcmin in diameter, the same calculation leads to an equivalent
V = 12.5 single star. Of course these results are somewhat an over—estimation, because it is considered a model of
the Galaxy where even extremely faint, unresolved stars are taken into account, but gives the feeling that a consitent
flux of photons is present in the beam of a large telescope.

In order to get a more reliable figure we made a much more detailed Montecarlo study using the Bahcall & Soneira
model of the Galaxy24 and carefully generating in a Poisson manner several sets of FoV. While the deatiled results
are summarized in Fig.1, it is interesting that, throwing away any contribution from stars fainter than V = 20 and
downgrading any star brighter than V = 10 to such a magnitude (so, a FoV with a V = 8 star will be treated as
counting a V = 10 star instead), one obtains average equivalent brightness of V = 15.1 at the NGP, V = 14.2 at mid
Galactic latitudes and V = 13.1 at the Galactic plane.

In order to achieve a good AO correction also in the visible a reference star of the order of V = 10 . . . 11 is
needed25 . It means that, considering the results mentioned above, a gain of 3 .. . 5 magnitudes is necessary if we
assume we can use all this light to sense starlight in an efficient way (in an "MCAO" sense).

2. TOMOGRAPHY AND MULTICONJUGATION
The optimization of the use of the collected photons is therefore of extreme importance. In the classical concept
of MCAO, each sensor is coupled to a reference star: in this way it is mandatory to sample the wavefront at the
highest temporal and spatial frequencies present in the layers (otherwise some important informations will be lost).
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Figure 1. In a field of 4 x 4 arcmin 1000 random fields are generated carefully using Poissonian distributions of
stars following Bahcall & Soneira model of the Galaxy. The overall light from the stars between V = 10 and V = 20
is then integrated and it is calculated the equivalente magnitude of all this light. Stars brighter than V = 10 are
assumed to have V = 10, so that the overall estimate is a conservative one. Solid line: North Galactic Pole; Dotted
line: 50degree of Galactic Latitude; Dashed line: Galactic plane at mid—longitudes.

Moreover, a tomographic matrix is needed to disentangle the right shape of the wavefront on the related layer, causing
some noise propagation (actually there is some general consensus that this noise propagation is very low26'27).

Tomography is the inverse problem of multiple projections where a 3—dimensional body (the atmosphere) is
projected by the means of a few stars to the same screen (the telescope entrance) . The last result corresponds to what
an open—loop measurements would provide. In fact, in a close—loop system there is no direct need to solve exactly
the tomographyic problem because the system can, in a sense, inherently solve it. Examples of multiconjugated
closed ioop systems are shortly given in the literature along with results of detailed numerical experiments26'27'28.
The way to compute the wavefront distorsion of each layer having measurements from a limited number of reference
stars has been traced out in a zonal'5 manner. While zonal formulation of tomography leads to a number of practical
and numerical problems, a more compact and efficient formulation of tomography in a modal approach has been
devised out16 . Its numerical verification is nearly straightforward, but it is remarkable how, in a very short time, its
experimental validation occourred on the sky29. In an experiment carried out at the TNG D =3.58m telescope, the
wavefront of a certain star have been devised by the wavefront of three stars in the neighborouds, positioned outside
the isoplanatic patch of the first (see also Fig.2).

It has been shown that the adoption of a linear tomographic matrix applied to the sensed modes matches true
measurements with an accuracy that is larger than a factor 3 of the averaged measurements of neighborouds stars,
and even more with respect to the measurements of each single reference. Because of some technical limitation it
would be very interesting to see independent realization of the same experiment under different seeing conditions,
time and spatial sampling.

Provided a sensor is able to sense simultaneously many reference star, the information that is coming from all
the collected photons might be used in a much more efficient way. The Layer-Oriented MCAO wavefront sensor30is
based on the concept of having a single WFS with a few detectors, each of them conjugated to a layer and to a
DM (the correction beeing applied from the DM conjugated to the same layer which the WFS is conjugated to). In
this way, the sensor temporal and spatial sampling are those of the corresponding layer. Hence, one can skip the
use of the tomographic matrix simply implementing a few different control loops of the same type used in classical
AO. Taking into account all these consideration, there is a new kind of sensor, the Pyramid one31 that appears very
suitable to fulfill the requests traced out in the described framework.

Such a WFS has been recently implemented on the AO module of the Galileo National Telescope, and it had
the first light few months ago32; extensive laboratory test have been employed too33. The only advantage of the
Pyramid WaveFront Sensor (PWFS) we mention here is the gain compared to a SHWFS of at least 2 magnitudes
(for a lOm telescope, increasing to almost 3 for a lOOm telescope) while working in close loop with diffraction limit
correction34. Coming back to the previous consideration of the required magnitude gain to achieve visible correction,
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Figure 2. In the modal formulation of tomography (left side) it is assumed that wavefront perturbation arises from
several layers and that for each of these a description in terms of Zernike polynomials, limited to a certain, common,
maximum number of terms. Such an approach has been recently tested on the sky (right side) from the TNG
D = 3.58m telescope. Observing four NGSs (in the upper right inset) it has been shown that Zernike polynomial
variance of the central star (solid line) is reduced by more than one order of magnitude (dashed line) . By comparison,
the best average of neighborouds stars does produces only a limited improvement (dotted line).

and considering a conservative gain of 2 magnitudes coming from the Pyramid, only 3 magnitudes in the worst case
are still required, which is a factor 16. We are confident that this factor can be easily achieved and probably
overcome with layer-oriented MCAO. This approach doesn't exclude at all the possibility to use a retrofittable LGS
facility, as soon as they will be available, increasing in this way the sky coverage of such a system (especially when
considering D = lOm class telescopes) .An example of a layer oriented MCAO system based on natural guide star,
but open to the LGS upgrade, will be sketched out in Sect.3.

This seems to be the right moment to collect the best ideas of the last few years, to use the experience acquired
building classical AO systems and to design an optimized system able to provide to the astronomical community
large FOV and diffraction limited images also in the visible. This can be accomplished (using a smart MCAO system)
with a computing power comparable to the one of the existing systems, with a budget only a factor 2 . . . 3 times
larger (depending upon the number of DMs to be used) and, although giving some reasonable sky coverage with
NGSs only, can be later retrofitted with less demanding LGSs. This in an approach that is easily and straightforward
scalable to ELTs.

The two major risks linked with MCAO proposal appeared in the literature can thus be overcome: namely high
computation polwer of WaveFront Computer and strict need for powerful LGSs.

Regardless the nature of the references to be used, it is noticeable that the only MCAO systems proposed in the
recent past adopts a number of classical wavefront sensors coupled to each reference star. The related informations
are then coupled to a powerful wavefront computer that, taking care of all these information, would produce the
right DM correction. We do not comment here about the complexity and the degree of technological development
needed. Experience in the past have shown that predictions in technological development can be easily wrong in
any direction by large factors (maybe with the exception of computing power that steady increases with time). We
would like just to point out that the MCAO problem is really a new one and not simply a variation of the original
one. Attacking it using several wavefront sensors selected for the classical AO problem after years of discussions
and related papers is simply too much straightforth to be the best and the simplest solution. In fact, as already
mentioned, there are different solutions, where the number of detectors, the required power computation, and the
optomechanical complexity grows with the number of DMs raher than with the number of the used references.

While there is no warranty that this is the only or the best possible solution, at least it demonstrates that such
a solution does exist.
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Figure 3. Conceptual comparison between classical MCAO (left) and layer—oriented multi—reference wavefront
sensing based MCAO (right). In the first each WFS looks to a single reference; this poses, in practice, a requirement
on the minimum brightness of such reference. Sampling, both in space and time has to comply with the overall
column of turbulent atmosphere. Moreover the WFC deals simultaneously with all the collected amount of data:
its complexity is roughly of the order of NDM X NRefs times the one of a corresponding, single on—axis reference,
WFC. In the second case the lights of several stars co—adss optically onto a few detectors so that stars much fainter
can be used. Each detector, looking to perturbations originating in some specific region of the atmosphere, can be
optimized to the spatial and temporal sampling characteristic of such a region (for istance a detector conjugated
with an high—altitude layer can be tuned to a spatial sampling much larger than the overall r0 and hence collect
much more photons per discretized unit) and close an independent loop with a DM conjugated to the same region.
There is need for NDM WFC, each of these requiring the same computer power of a classical WFC.

3. LAYER-ORIENTED, MULTI-REFERENCES WAVEFRONT SENSING
Classical MCAO systems have one WFS for each reference and a WFC allowing to perform the calculation to drive
a few DMs. Assuming to have N,. references and Nm deformable mirror, the WFC is required to perform calculation
of the order of Nr X Nm times what would be required by a single classical AO WFC. In order to accomplish detailed
correction, the WFSs need to be tuned to r0 in order to properly sample the whole beam, and the sampling rate,
again, has to be tuned to fG in order to comply with the overall turbulence experienced in the atmospheric column
interested by the collected reference light.

Let us now consider a pupil—plane WFS. Examples of pupil plane WFSs are here the ones where the detection
of the light is in the pupil plane and the modulation of the signal comes optically in the focal plane area. Under
this (somewhat restrictive) definition, Shack—Hartmann and Curvature are not pupil plane WFSs, while Smartt,
Foucault and Pyramid ones are pupil plane WFSs. Curvature WFS, however, would need special attention, because
in spite of the fact that during modulation of the WF (usually by means of an acoustic—excited mebrane) the beam
reimaged onto the detecotr is no longer in the pupil plane, such a WFS could allow a reformulation dealing with
the considerations reported in the following. This analysis, however, is beyond the limit of this paper and it is not
reported here. In the following discussion, we will restrict our attention only to the pyramid sensor, even if one can
easily extend similar considerations to the other pupil plane WFSs (of course, for each of them, some technical and
theoretical limits are present; for istance, the Smartt interferometer requires near—diffraction limited images to work
without substantial loss of light).

Let us now consider several stars in a single Field of View. Assuming that, in the same optical layout, each of
these star is coupled to a pyramid, the pupil reimager will still match all the pupils of the different stars. In practice,
the light of N will be splitted into 4N beams and the lens field will refocus them into four different images of the
pupil. On each of these, the information coming from the wavefront experienced by a single star is accumulated onto
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Figure 4. In a multi—pyramid WFS several beams are splitted by several pyramids on an intermediate focal
plane. Each pyramid will split the light intro four beams that will form images of the pupil whose brightness forms
the information about the wavefront derivative experienced by the beam travelling in the atmosphere. By optical
combining these beams one can reform four different copies of the behaviour of the beams in the atmosphere (see
on the left column the action of the field lens to conjugate the layers to different planes in the WFS volume). By
inserting detectors in these places (by means of beam splitters, not shown in the picture) one can directly link one
layer to a single detector, whose wavefront information can be retrieved using the summation of the light coming
from different sources.

Figure 5. During the simulation the user can looks in real time to some information about the WFS detectors,
the DMs status, and the simulated observed FoV. The first detector and DM (named as one in the picutre) are
coiijugated to the entrance pupil of the telescope so that all the starlight insists on the same dish. The other detector
and DM, named 2 in the picutre, is conjugated to 5 or 10km of altitude. Because starlight approach the detector in
an unevenly mode the light combines forming an irregularly shaped figure of larger extension. For this reason the
latter are displaced rescaled down by a factor 2. While WFS data are grey—scaled to the minimum and maximum
per each iteration, the DM greyscale is kept fixed during the whole simulation. On the right side of each panel a
.1 x 4 arcmin FoV is shown. Scales of single PSFs is, however, greatly different in order to allow to get an insight on
their detailed shape.
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the same plane where a detector can collect all this light. Let us call I the light intensity of the i—th star and W
the wavefront experienced by that star. Because the wavefront derivatives are obtained by linear relationships from
the light intensities on the pupil, it is easy to see that the detector will measure:

_f — =*1 Ii x 3W/ôx i
0x

and a similar relationships for the derivative along the y axes. The obtained WF map is, in other words, the
average of the collected wavefronts, weighted by the light intensity of the related stars.

The detector can be, however, slightly defocussed with respect to the entrance pupil. In this case the pupils
enlighted by each single star will not coadd together exacity but they will be slightly displaced. One can conjugate
the detector to a specific layer altitude. In this case, the light illumination on the detector will be restricted to an
irregular region, that will be likely to be connected when the altitude of the conjugated layer is kept low and the
density of stars is high. Also the average intensity on this detector will not be uniform. Nevertheless, for each point
on this detector, the wavefront derivative estimation will be the average of the one experienced by that stars at the
specifically conjugated point (that is in different point on the pupil) weighted by the starlight intensity that reach
that point. Generally, points around the edge of the covered footprint will receive less starlight than points in the
center; however this is not a general rule depending upon density fluctuations of the stars in the observed FoV.

The concept of Layer—Oriented MCAO using a WFS able to deal with several references consists in placing one
detector for each DM, both of them conjugated to the same layer, and closing the ioop independently on each DM
with its related WFS. In this way, the computing power is dramatically reduced and the photon light is used in an
extremely efficient way.

The detectors are looking to the physical object that produce the real wavefront deformation: a specific layer, and
this is done using all of the photons collected. In open—loop, each detector sees the proper layer and several images
superimposed concerning the other layers. In closed—loop, however, the situation is much clearer: every detector
is sensing the real perturbation occurring on the conjugated layer, while the perturbations of the other layers are
canceled out (because of the close—loop operations) by the other DMs before they can reach a substantial figure.
We found this behaviour extremely robust and insensitive to noise from a review of the results of several tens of
simulation run.

We wrote, in fact, a simulation code to test this approach. The code can generate several layers with r0,L0, wind
speed and direction independent for any layer. The generation of each layer is obtained by inverse FFT techniques
using screens much larger than the single pupil. In order to include the outer scale L0 we used, as power spectra,
the Von Karman generalization of the Kolmogorov spectrum P vs. the spatial frequency f:

P(f) = O.O33C
[f2

+] (2)

Because each inversion leads to a couple of screens, these are used to mimic a failure of the frozen screens Taylor
hypothesys. In the code, in fact, we rigidly shift (by linear interpolation, in order to avoid discrete shifts due to the
finite sampling) a screen composed by a linear combination of the two having the same statistical properties. The
coefficient of the linear combination, however, can change with time so that an observer, moving together with the
wind, will no longer observe a frozen screen.

The code is a very preliminar one, and many possible and attractive features will be implemented in the future
updates. In the following, we list the main assumption we made for the simulation code:

. We always used a model with 2 DMs conjugated to two detectors and one of the two DMs (and the related
detector) is always conjugated to the telescope pupil while the second DM (and the related detector) is con-
jugated to a layer which is at two different heights: five and ten kilometers. We have in this way two possible
configurations changing the position of the second DM.

• We used two different models for the stratification of the atmosphere: the 4—layers Roggerman model and the
7—layers Gemini model. pupil
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S No optimization is performed for the correct position of the second DM, but we will soon implement an
optimization automatic loop and we used a pure integrator to filter the two channels.

I The spatial and temporal sampling are kept the same for the two detectors while the gain for the two loops is
different, but found empirically, without any optimization.

Only pure Poissonian photon noise has been adopted. The results obtained so far are extremely encouraging. In
fact we always obtained succesful close—loop of the system, even during NGP simulations. Obtained Sthrel ratios
are in the range 0.2 . . . 0.8, depending upon the photon density at the detectors. It is interesting to note that the
overall noise experienced by the WFS is averaged between the two DMs. There are a number of reasons to assess
the preliminary results obtained during this first simulation run as sample of possibly much better results. A lot of
room for improvement is available. We note in the following several considerations.

. Because each sensed star in classical MCAO should retain information about the whole atmosphere column,
the sampling is to be compared to r0 for each WFS. In layer—oriented MCAO, instead, each detector is coupled
to a specific layer and its sampling has to be compared to the r0 reppresentative of that specific layer and
neighborouds. In the simplest case where the first detector is conjugated to ground layers and the second at
the average of the remaining ones, the first would achieve a sampling only marginally better than in the classic
MCAO case, while for the high altitude one the sampling will be much finer. Of course, one can better consider
the opposite approach and tune the otpical relay in order to match the same sampling of the local r0 for both
detectors achieving a much larger sensitivity throughput, especially for the high altitude detector.

. Light of faint stars are co—added optically before their detection, so that the detector noise is to be accounted
just for Nm. In classic MCAO, co—adding of stars is possible only digitally, translating, in practice, into a
well—defined limiting magnitude for any coevered FoV.

. Assuming that most of the layers, or the much more relvant ones, are each conjugated to a specific detector in
this sort of MCAO one can easily take advantage of the Taylor hypothesys. For istance, assuming to use CCDs
as detector, one can rotate these aligning the row clocking direction with the wind one. It is straightforward,
now, to integrate for a certain time and to apply the correction with the right displacement in order to rule
out delays in the correction. The net gain is equal to the ratio of the layer evolving time with respect to the
evolution time due to the local ro/v (where v is the local wind speed). This figure is totally unknown and, as
already mentioned, we never speculated on its use on the simulations reported.

How to realize such a layer—oriented WFS? The main problem rely on the focal plane zone where some pyramids
splitting the light are to be placed in positions different depending upon the observed FoV. We point out that this
need is equivalent the one of to multi—slits or multi—fibers spectrographs. In principle, one could conceive a system
with several refractive pyramids placed on a prelimnary drilled plate. This option requires the a—priori knowledge of
the observed FoV and it can be time consuming other than expensive. It could be conceived, however, in a very crude
first verification of the technique. A second possibility is to place several pyramids on moving slides. In order to get
enough bidimensional accuracy, the pyramids could be splitted into two roof prisms orthogonally aligned. There are,
of course, several limitations in the positioning of these refractive splitters. A more futurible possibility would be
to establish a LCD screen where, by electrical field adressing, one can generate pyramids in the LCD screen itself.
Although generation of similar devices in LCD screens have been reported in the literature35 , this option requires
nevertheless some development

Otherwise, Pyramids can be made reflective solving automatically, in addition, the chromatism problem (that
can be kept very small, however, even in the refractive solution). In this way, one can conceive a system where a
dark metallic plate is located a bit deeper with respect to the nominal focal plane and several reflective pyramids
can be placed in the proper position by means of a magnetic holder linked to each pyramid. A robotic arm can thus
take one pyramid ann populate the focal plane (see Fig.6).

When a star substantially brighter than the others is present in the field, it dominates the wavefront determination
within its isoplanatic patch. This means, usually, that the region very close to this star is over—corrected, and an
annulus with radius of the order of a couple of isoplanatic patches is undercorrected, with respect to the average
correction degree on the covered Field of View. One would like to artificially dim the light of this star. In the
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Figure 6. A possible layout of the robotic arm to place magnetic—holded reflective pyramids onto the reirnaged
focal plane. The mirror is the pupil—reimager. The robotic arm can choose between different pyramids with different
efficiency of reflective coating in order to maximize Sthrel ornogeneity over the Field of View, when this is somewhat
required

framework shown here, this is possible by providing some pyramids with coatings with different efficiencies. The
robotic arm will place in positions pyramids with different coatings in order to minimize photon density fluctuations
in the high altitude wavefront sensor plane.

The robotic arm can have a magnetic device such to null the magnetic power of the permanent magnet on the
pyranud holder. In this way the pyramid is no longer attached in its original position arid the arm holder (opposite
to what is shown in the preliminary pictures reported here) is made in a way that the starlight is reflected by the
pyramid during its positioning (a hole in the arm might be enough). In this way a real—time adjustment might
be possible. A good strategy could also be first to close the loop on the brightest star, then to place the other
pranuds. finding in this way the position which is minimizing the average residual tilt distortion (this will however
slow down the positioning process). Anyway, we point out that a small error in the positioning (within the range of
the D\I excursions) will translate into a fix warping of the astrometry of the observed field, an effect that in most
astrophysical case can be negligible or easily taken into account in the data reduction process.

1.pdated information and movies showing both the simulations and the mechanical systems that might be adopted
are available in the WEB exploring the site: www.pd.astro. it/adopt.

4. DEALING WITH LASER GUIDE STARS
Although it is clear that the power of multi—pyramid WFS in a layer—oriented MCAO system rely on the capability
to get significant skv—coverages with the use of solely NGSs. it is interesting to analyze how this type of system can
deal with LGSs. either Sodium or Rayleigh.

Let us consider the Sodium LGSs case first, being significantly simpler. These references can still be used in the
system described in the previous section, provided the pyramids pins are located in the proper focal plane conjugating
to the H/ cos8 distance. However, unless very large 8 variation are foreseen during the exposure, one can comply
with a variable focus terni during the loop closure. It is well established, in fact, that both tip—tilt and defocus
cmiii must be sensed in an alternative way. Moreover, in order to avoid to smear out the sensitivity of the pyramid

\VFS, the tip—tilt term measured from the LGS is to act in a closed ioop fashion, with some steering devices on the
launching projectors. Compact solutions are easily obtainable (see Fig.7) where the same detector plane for NGS
and LGS is adopted.

An alternative might be the use of a dichroic splitting the Sodium light from the NGSs one. This will translate,
however. into two different. detectors package. This would allow, in principle, to a different conjugation of the
detectors for NGSs and LGSs: it is doubtful if this can translate into a real advantage.
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Figure 7. In an hypothetical layer—oriented MCAO system looking at both LGSs and NGSs the pyramids related to
the former are fixed and placed on the proper focal plane, slightly different from the NGSs one because the artificial
references originates at a finite distance from the telescope. The pyramids for the LGSs and the NGSs differs from
the vertex angle. The ones for the LGSs are differents in the two directions in a way that the 8 pupils (4 for the
NGSs and 4 for the LGSs) projects onto the detectors in a compact way. NGSs reformed pupils are to be observed
using a coarse rebinning in order to sample tip—tilt and first Zernike polynomials benefitting for the coaddition of
faint stars light.

It is to be pointed out that the closed—loop gain in SNR offered by the pyramid WFS is lost using LGSs, while
all the gains obtainable by layer—oriented features, like optimized sampling for each detector, are positively retained.

NGSs light will be sampled in order to retrieve tip—tilt and first Zernike polynomials (in principle only defocus
and astigmatism) and injected to the proper DM. Because of easy coaddition of several references it is interesting
to point out that no further complexity is required (other than the number of laser systems) increasing the number
of LGSs. This suggests the adoption of several LGSs (9 or 16, arranged in a 3 x 3 or 4 x 4 constellation) of limited
power. Because such systems do already exist, the implementation of MCAO in such a way is feasible even today.

Rayleigh beacons poses different problems and should be treated in a detailed study. Assuming the use of a gated
detector, their use can be, in principle, even simpler than the Sodium ones, because of their fixed distance from the
telescope. In this way, however, only a fraction of the returning light is used and, unless fired laser power would not
be a problem, one could think to have a fast refocussing onto the pin of the proper pyramids of the sweeping LGS.
Pyramids can be arranged in a way to sample just derivative of the wavefront in some specific direction and hence
be manufactured with a profile linking the apparent displacement of the LGS with their instantaneous best focal
position. It is likely that the problem is to be treated under a case by case study.

Both Sodium and Rayleigh beacon focus on a focal plane position significantly different from the nominal, NGS,
focal position. In some extreme cases, this can pose technical and mechanical problems. In all these cases, a straight-
forward solution is to split LGS light with a dichroic (LGS light being strictly monochromatic) and implementing
two copies of pyramids and detectors arrangement units.

5. SPIN-OFF TOWARD 8-1OM CLASS TELESCOPES
How much of the considerations described above apply for 8—lOm class telescopes? Surprisingly the answer is most, if
not all. Of course the smaller aperture and theoretically usable Field of View will leads to some smaller sky coverage,
especially in the less dense stellar fields. However one should take into account a few important remarks:

S In case of low photon density one can lower artificially the highest DM (and detector). In this way, the
compensation will be poorer. In the limit case, the second DM is conjugated to the entrance pupil too (an
option equivalent to drop the second DM) but still there is the important advantage that all the ground layers
contribution are corrected for the entire FoV. In this way the Sthrel improvement is limited but it is extended
over a wide FoV. In any intermediate case, one can lower the FoV leading to the compensation of only a limited
volume of atmosphere. This can be accomplished using a zoomable optical system, taking care that the two
detectors remain still conjugated to the layer where the two DMs are conjugated (see, for an example, Fig.8).
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DM conjugated with
high aUllude layers

Figure 8. A possible layout for a layer—oriented MCAO to be installed at the foci of an 8m—class telescope. Note
that the beams onto the DMs are not parallel. The zooming objective allow to reimage on the second DM different
high—altitude layers. In order to conjugate the ground—based DM, as seen through such a variable optical system,
on the detector, this is to be mounted on a moving stage. While here only one pyramid is shown, several of these
are required scattered over the re—imaged focal plane. Different arrangement are possible: Pyramids can take place
on an annular region and all of the central light is fed to a sceintific instrument, or a large beam—splitter or dichroic
allow to cover the whole field for both scienctific instrument and wavefront sensing area.

. Although sky coverage can be, especially around the NGP, somewhat limited, it is worth to note that, from
the statistical point of view, the fields where such layer—oriented MCAO are attainable will likely exhibits a
lack of bright stars in the center of the FoV. This means that extremely deep imaging is possible. The most
suitable regions are the one where a very low density of star is in a central region of roughly 30 .. . 60 arcsec in
diameter.

. The considerations mentioned so far about LGSs still holds for these telescopes. One can conceive a system
with less powerful laser system or even to retroift later these artificial references, after exploitation of NGS
coverage.

• Finally it is to be mentioned that, to the current knowledge, the practical and technical problems posed by
layer—oriented MCAO for these telescopes scales in a straightforward manner to ELTs. The realization of such
a system would also translates into an important benchmark for the ELT's AO.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We think we are living in a golden—age for Adaptive Optics, right now. Large Field of View, multiconjugated AO
systems are possible, we believe, with current technology with no risks based on supercomputing or powerful laser.
These systems are automatically scalable to ELTs with improved sky coverages approaching 100% fastly. The first
8m—class telescope achieving succesfully MCAO with a reliable system will obtain unprecedent Universe probing
capability and, in the near—JR regime, can seriously beat or be comparable to NGST. Spectroscopy of hundreds of
high—z object would expand cosmology by a big leap. Routinely available, lOmas resolutions frames with several
arcmin side would lead to a dramatic improvement in any astronomical field. Finally, the boost to build a lOOm class
telescope could soon become big and real. A NGS—based MCAO system as described here can be built within time
scales of the order of very few years and with a budget of the order of twice any classical AO system. We cannot
rule out that other solutions to the MCAO problems, even more efficient and cost—effective than the one we have
described here, do not exist; but for sure we are showing that at least one of these system can exist. Translation of
drawings into metal is probably also a political issue that we hope will be attacked as soon as possible.
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